The Dharma Primary School
Internet Policy
Policy Statement
It is the school's policy to support the learning of our pupils and the professional scope of our
staff by making use of the internet and the tools found on the web. The school is also aware
of the risks and hazards posed by internet use and seeks to minimise these as much as
possible.
This document outlines how the policy is implemented. It is made available, together with our
Internet Code, on our website. Printed copies may be requested from the School Office.
1. The Benefits of the Internet
A. Benefits for Pupils
Providing access to the internet in school helps to raise educational standards. Having
access to the internet means that pupils can use a wider range of educational resources and
have the ability to communicate and work collaboratively with other students through the use
of email and other virtual learning environment’s (Edmodo, Wikis, blogs etc.).
Enhanced Learning Potential
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Internet access has the potential to enrich and extend learning activities and outcomes.
The research potential of the internet and its use to find information to solve problems can
be used to support higher order thinking skills.
Research and reading on the internet can be used to support key Literacy skills.
Use of ICT has been shown to have the potential to motivate often hard to reach pupils.
In learning about safe internet use pupils are supported in wider learning about personal
safety.
The use of a Virtual Learning Environment (VLE) can ensure that pupils unable to attend
school, due to illness or exclusions, can continue to access their learning materials.
A VLE provides the opportunity to provide truly collaborative learning experiences outside
of the classroom.

B. Benefits for Staff
Internet access supports the professional work of staff. Staff also have the opportunity to
access educational materials and good curriculum practice, to communicate with advisory
and support services, professional associations and colleagues, exchange curriculum and
administration data and to pursue professional development opportunities on line.
C. Benefits for Parents/Carers
The internet is an excellent tool which can be used to enhance our communication with
parents/carers. Our school website, Facebook site, Twitter and class blogs provide access to
up to date school information, celebration of our successes and can support our partnerships
with parents and focus on home learning.
Note that Parents/carers are informed of pupil internet use and permission is sought to use
the internet and to have their children’s photographs put on the website.
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2. Safe Internet Use
Internet safety is a very high priority for the School. The main areas of concern in relation to
internet use arise from the fact that the contents of the internet are unmoderated. On the one
hand, inappropriate material may be accessible, and on the other, social interactions are
largely unsupervised.
In addition, the School recognises the risk of external threats to the security and integrity of
the technical systems.
The School addresses these concerns in the following ways:
● The School's IT systems are protected by a strong firewall to prevent computer viruses
and other malicious software intrusions.
● All staff involved in supervising children accessing the internet are provided with this
policy. Other staff are informed of the main points of our Internet Policy through the
Internet Code (see Appendix A). Staff development in safe and responsible Internet use
and on school Internet policy will be provided as required.
● All staff must accept the terms of the ‘Responsible Internet Use’ statement (see Appendix
C), before using any Internet resource in school.
● Staff are made aware that Internet traffic can be monitored and traced to the individual
user. Discretion and professional conduct is essential, as detailed in our Code of Conduct.
● Staff will check that the sites pre-selected for pupil use are appropriate to the age and
maturity of pupils.
● Staff will also choose a range of technologies and services that are are appropriate to the
age and maturity of pupils.
● Staff will be particularly vigilant when pupils are undertaking their own searches and will
check that children are following an agreed search plan.
● The ICT co-ordinators will monitor the effectiveness of internet access strategies.
● The ICT co-ordinators will ensure that appropriate checks are made on computers and
files to ensure safety of staff and pupils.
● Methods to quantify and minimise the risk of pupils being exposed to inappropriate
material will be reviewed by staff in consultation with colleagues, other schools,
government advice, ISP and other third parties.
● Pupils are informed that Internet use will be monitored, and will be provided with
instruction in responsible and safe use before being allowed internet access. Class, Key
Stage or whole school assemblies may be used to convey and reinforce this instruction.
● The School will ensure that all pupils know and understand the Internet Code (see
Appendix A), which is displayed in each class as well as the ICT suite.
● Pupils are taught to tell a teacher immediately if they encounter any material or contact
that makes them feel uncomfortable.
● Children using the internet will be working in the classroom or ICT suite during lesson time
under adult supervision.
● Pupils will not be allowed access to the internet during wet lunch or playtimes unless
supervised by their class teacher.
The School undertakes to teach pupils how to use the internet creatively and safely and to
foster critical awareness when conducting internet research.
● Pupils will be taught to be critically aware of what they read and be shown how to validate
information before accepting its accuracy.
● Pupils will be taught to use the internet responsibly in order to reduce the risk to
themselves and others. A module on responsible and safe internet use is included in the
PSHE and ICT programmes covering both school and home use.
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Within our work on anti-bullying strategies, pupils are educated as to what cyber bullying
is, how to deal with it and the expectations placed upon them to use all electronic
communications responsibly. The School's Prevention of Bullying Policy ensures that the
problem of cyber-bullying is properly addressed.
● Staff are trained to provide support if a pupil is ever confronted with material they find
distasteful, uncomfortable or threatening.
● Staff will ensure that the use of internet derived materials, by themselves and by pupils,
complies with copyright law. Pupils will be taught to acknowledge the source of
information and to respect copyright when using Internet material in their own work.
●

Internet Incidents
If, despite all the above precautions, an incident occurs where a pupil or pupils view
inappropriate materials or receive a message or information that makes them feel
uncomfortable, then the following procedure will be followed:
●
●
●
●
●

Responsibility for handling incidents involving children will be taken by the teacher and if
felt appropriate the Child Protection Officer (Peter Murdock, Head Teacher).
If appropriate, teaching staff will be made aware of the incident at a staff meeting.
If one or more pupils discover (view) inappropriate material our first priority will be to give
them appropriate support.
The pupil's parents/carers will be informed of the incident and the course of action the
school has taken.
If staff or pupils discover unsuitable sites the ICT co-ordinators will be informed. They will
add the the URL (address) to the internet filtering blacklist. If it is thought that the material
is illegal the site will be referred to the police.

Pupil Behaviour Expectations
Pupils are expected to play their part in reducing the risk of viewing inappropriate material by
following our Internet Code and school rules with regards to any anti-social or bullying
behaviour.
If pupils abuse the privileges of access to the internet or use of e-mail facilities by failing to
follow the rules they have been taught then sanctions consistent with our School’s Discipline
Policy will be applied. This also applies with regards to any misuse of any type of electronic
messaging method either inside or outside school which constitutes bullying or other antisocial behaviour.
Authorising Internet Access
Internet access for staff and pupils will be allocated on the basis of educational and
professional need and the ability to understand and keep the responsibilities required to use
it safely. All PCs have internet access but use is determined by age appropriate planning and
supervision. Parents will be informed that pupils will be provided with supervised Internet
access (sample letter is attached) and parents/carers will be asked to sign and return a
consent form. (See Appendix B).
Disclaimer
The school undertakes to supervise pupils, and take all reasonable precautions to ensure
that pupils access only appropriate materials. However, due to the international scale and
linked nature of information available via the Internet, it is not possible to guarantee that
particular types of materials will never appear on the school system.
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Staff, parents and advisers will work to establish agreement that every reasonable measure is
being taken. The head teacher with support of the IT teacher and office staff will ensure that
the policy is implemented effectively.
Legal Requirements
It should be noted by all adults working or volunteering in school that the use of computer
systems without permission or for inappropriate purposes could constitute a criminal offence
under the Computer Misuse Act 1990.

4. Using e-mail
The government encourages the use of e-mail as an essential means of communication.
Directed e-mail use can bring significant educational benefits and interesting projects
between neighbouring communities, countries and continents have been created, often with
the help of “project finder” sites.
However, the use of email requires that the implications for the school and for the pupils have
been thought through and that appropriate safety measures have been put in place. It is
important that communications with persons and organisations are properly managed to
ensure appropriate educational use and that the good name of the school is maintained.
Therefore:
●
●
●

●
●
●
●

●
●
●

Pupils will only be allowed to use a school managed e-mail account from Yr5 upwards.
Pupils may send and receive e-mails as part of the ICT curriculum and as a tool in a
cross-curricular work.
In school both staff and pupil e-mails should not be regarded as private. Schools, firms
and institutions reserve the right to monitor e-mails. There is a balance to be achieved
between monitoring that which is necessary to maintain the safety of pupils and the
preservation of human rights, both of which are covered by recent legislation.
Pupils may only use approved email accounts on the school system.
Pupils must immediately tell a teacher if they receive offensive email.
Pupils must not reveal details of themselves or others, such as address or telephone
number, or arrange to meet anyone in email communication.
Staff’s personal or school e-mail addresses should not be accessed by pupils or parents.
Any e-mail sent between staff and parents/carers should be sent by the office e-mail
address office@dharmaschool.co.uk. Any emails sent to teachers by pupils should be
sent to the open email address childrenswork@dharmaschool.co.uk
Access in school to external personal email accounts may be blocked.
The forwarding of chain letters, advertisements or any inappropriate material is banned for
all staff and pupils.
Email sent to an external organisation should be written carefully and authorised before
sending, in the same way as a letter written on school headed paper.

5. The School Website
In April 2012 we updated our school website. With the arrival of new technologies (Facebook,
Twitter, etc.) the use of school websites has changed and we will continue to develop the site
in order to:
●
●
●

Provide accurate, up-to-date information about our school
Celebrate events and good work
Promote the school
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●

Provide information for parents/carers on how they can work with the school to support
their children.

How should website content be managed?
Editorial guidance by the Head and Deputy Administrative Head will ensure that the Web site
reflects the school's ethos, that information is accurate and well presented and that personal
security is not compromised. The ICT co-ordinators and marketing team are responsible for
uploading pages to the school web site, ensuring that the links work and are up-to-date, and
that the site meets the requirements of the site host.
Although there are many ways to obtain information about schools and pupils (for instance a
school newsletter), a school's website can be accessed by anyone on the Internet.
Publication of information should be considered from a security viewpoint and thereby
restricted to known persons. Photographs that include pupils add a liveliness and interest to a
website that is difficult to achieve in any other way. Nevertheless the security of staff and
pupils must come first. The publishing of pupils’ names with photographs is not acceptable
(covered in our Children Protection Policy under ‘Use of Photography and Video’).
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

The point of contact on the website will be the school address, school email and
telephone number. Staff or pupils’ home information will not be published.
Website photographs that include pupils will be selected carefully and will not enable
individual pupils to be identified.
Pupils’ names will not be used anywhere when associated with photographs.
Pupils’ full names will not be used on any website/blog.
Written permission from parents or carers will be obtained before photographs of pupils
are published on the school website.
The website will comply with the school's guidelines for publications.
The copyright of all material will be held by the school, or be attributed to the owner where
permission to reproduce has been obtained.

6. Collaborative Learning Environments
The school is increasingly using modern collaboration technologies (Google documents,
Wikis, Edmodo, blogs etc.) from Autumn 2012. This provides an exciting opportunity to
enhance pupils’ learning by increasing access to learning even when not at school, promoting
collaborative projects and increasing pupils’ active, rather than passive use of ICT. The
collaborative learning environments will be:
● Accessed via the school website or through the school domain @dharmaschool.co.uk
● Be subject to the same guidelines as the website
● Edmodo and other functions will be password protected and only accessible to teachers,
pupils and parents/carers when appropriate.

7. Emerging Technologies
Many emerging communications technologies offer the potential to develop new teaching and
learning strategies. Mobile communications, wide Internet access and multimedia all present
opportunities which need to be evaluated to assess risks, establish benefits and develop
good practice. Access to emerging and new technologies will be denied until a risk
assessment has been completed and safety demonstrated.

8. Maintaining the security of the school network
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We are aware that connection to the internet significantly increases the risk that a computer
or a computer network may be infected by a virus or accessed by unauthorised persons.
The ICT co-ordinators work closely with our ISP and IT support services to:
●
●
●

●

●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Ensure that virus protection is regularly up-dated.
To keep up with current ICT news developments.
To work with the ISP and IT support services to ensure system security strategies to
protect the integrity of the network are reviewed regularly and improved as and when
necessary.
Our Internet Code covers guidelines for pupils on bringing in memory sticks or other
storage devices and pupils are taught about the risks from computer viruses. Pupils and
staff are made aware of the potential risks of downloads from the internet and spotting
potentially risky emails.
There is additional protection in that although a pupil can download a file they cannot run
or execute it as this is a privilege only allowed to staff log in names and passwords.
Only school purchased, licensed and free software will be loaded on computers.
Good password practice is required including logout after use.
Cabling should be secure.
Servers are located securely in school office and physical access restricted.
The server operating system is secured to a high level.
The school ICT systems will be reviewed regularly with regard to security.
Unapproved system utilities and executable files will not be allowed in pupils’ work areas
or attached to email.
Files held on the school’s network will be regularly checked.
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Appendix A

THE DHARMA PRIMARY SCHOOL
Rules for Responsible Internet Use
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Letter to Parents B
School Information Pack
Dear Parents/Carers,
Use of Internet and e-mail at School
The internet and e-mail are excellent tools which enhance our pupils’ learning and being able
to use them safely and effectively is an essential life skill. The ways in which pupils access
the internet at The Dharma Primary School are:
●
●
●
●
●
●

Nursery – Minimal, highly-supervised access
Reception – No pupil access. Internet only viewed with teacher on appropriate sites for
a clear purpose
Yr1 & 2 onwards – Access only to selected sites for a specific purpose with teacher
supervision
Yr3 & 4 onwards – Internet research for specific projects & using pre-checked
websites/software.
Yr5 & 6 – Pupils will have access to class blogging platform, Edmodo and receive an
@dharmaschool.co.uk domain and email.
Children will never be allowed to use the internet unsupervised.

Pupils receive age appropriate training on safe and responsible internet use throughout their
time at school through our ICT, PSHE and anti-bullying curriculum. Should you wish to read
our school Internet Policy or look at our Internet Code, you will find them on the Dharma
School policies page or you can request one through our school office.
All new parents/carers are asked to give permission for their child to use the internet in a
supervised and age appropriate manner to support their learning. We would be grateful if you
would sign and return the attached slips below.
Best Wishes,
Peter Murdock
Head
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The Dharma Primary School
Internet & e-mail use at school
Name of Pupil:

Date:

Parent/Carer Consent for Internet Access
I give permission for my child to have age appropriate and suitably
supervised and monitored access to the internet and e-mail. I understand
that the school will take all reasonable precautions to ensure pupils cannot
access inappropriate materials. I know that I can access a full copy of the
school’s Internet Policy which outlines all such details on the school website:
http://www.dharmaschool.co.uk/about/policies/ or on request from the school
office.
Signed:

Date:

Please print name:
Parent/Carer Consent for Web Publication of Work and Photographs
I agree that, if selected, my son/daughter’s work may be published on the
school web site. I also agree that photographs that include my son/daughter
may be published on the website on the understanding that no child’s name
is ever published with a photograph.
Signed:

Date:
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Appendix C

The Dharma Primary School
Acceptable Use of ICT Agreement for Staff
1. Introduction
This document defines the acceptable use of ICT Services for staff at The Dharma
Primary School.
2. Scope of Agreement
This policy applies to all users accessing any ICT systems (such as computers, hand
held devices, or any information storing or processing devices) owned and/or operated
by The Dharma Primary School. Its application extends to the use of all such equipment
wherever situated.
3. Statement of Agreement
Use of ICT facilities must be in accordance with the Code of Conduct for officers and UK
legislation.
4. General Agreement Statements
●
●
●

●
●
●
●

Only The Dharma Primary School devices can connect to school devices/networks
unless permission is granted by the ICT co-ordinators.
Only The Dharma Primary School employees or authorised 3rd parties can connect
to the school networks
Files may be password protected where the application software has such a facility
built in. Where files are password protected employees must make provision for
line managers and/or colleagues to gain access to the file in their absence.
Employees must not install or use any other encryption software.
Adequate protection must be given to any device holding sensitive or personal data
to prevent unauthorised access.
Data stored on school devices or other authorised devices must be adequately
backed up and accessible to the ICT co-ordinators.
No software can be installed on The Dharma Primary School equipment without
permission from the ICT co-ordinators.

Acceptable Use: (This includes school PCs and school laptops)
Activities commensurate with individual job descriptions.
Communication and exchange for professional development, to remain
professionally current, or to debate issues in a field of knowledge.
●
Professional activities, or work-related professional associations and
research and development.
●
●

Non-Acceptable Use: (This includes school PCs and school laptops)
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Profit or gain-making activities not sanctioned by The Dharma Primary

●

School.
●

●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Private or personal interests or business, where such use is deemed to
be excessive or unreasonable, especially in the use of Internet or electronic mail
services.
Any illegal activities.
Seeking to gain unauthorised access to resources.
Wasting of resources (e.g. people, capacity, and computer).
Alteration or destruction of the integrity of computer-based information.
Compromising the privacy of users or confidentiality of data.
Downloading and/or viewing obscene material.
Playing computer games.
Propagating chain letters.
Electronic harassment of any kind.
Any action which may be to the detriment of The Dharma Primary
School.
Logging onto another member of staffs P.C. using someone else’s user
credentials (id), name and password.
Using the school’s devices for the illegal download of music, software or
other unlicensed or inappropriate material.

Images of children:
While staff will often take photographs of children as evidence of work or to record or
celebrate an event it is crucial they follow the guidelines set out below. These guidelines also
pertain to any film made of children whether for intervention work e.g. Video Interactive
Guidance, Film Club or indeed any other filming of any kind.
●
●
●
●

●
●
●

Images may only be stored on school based devices and not on devices kept at home.
Unless parent/carer permission is sought, images may only be used in school displays or
records.
The use of images in media publications must be approved by parents on a case by case
basis.
The use of images on the school website must be monitored by the ICT co-ordinators,
must be permitted by parents/carers (see permission forms attached to school’s Internet
Policy), and must not have any names attached.
Any use of webcams should be strictly monitored and only be used in planned and
approved curriculum enhancement opportunities.
Images of pupils in swimming costumes should not be used.
The use of all images of pupils must be closely monitored by the Head Teacher and ICT
co-ordinators.

Use of the ICT technician’s or co-ordinators’ time:
Staff may not use the working time of the technician’s or co-ordinators to support them with
any ICT advice or support which is not directly linked to school business. They will not be
available to mend or maintain any devices not used by the school. If damage or
maintenance to any school equipment is required due to non-school business the person
responsible for that damage will liable for any costs incurred in delivering the required repairs
or maintenance.
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The time of the ICT technician will be managed and directed by the ICT co-ordinators.
Requests for ICT support can be made through the book in the staff room or on line. The ICT
co-ordinators will prioritise requests based on school priorities. The technician and coordinators will not be able to meet requests for basic jobs such as changing printer cartridges.
Signing Out Equipment:
Any staff who have a school laptop or need to take any other equipment off site must have it
signed out by an ICT co-ordinator.
Use of mobile phones:
Staff use of mobile phones is generally restricted to non-teaching times. Some staff with
particular family circumstances may feel the need to have their mobile with them at all times
in case they need to be contacted with regards to a family member. In this case mobiles
should be on silent and no staff member should make any calls or send texts during teaching
time unless it is an emergency. If this is the case the staff member should ask another adult
to take over and leave the room while they do so.
Use of website and VLE
The school website and VLE can only be used to promote the school, the education of our
pupils and communication with parents/carers and the wider community.
All content is
strictly controlled and monitored by the Head Teacher and ICT co-ordinators.
Responsibilities for saving energy and resources:
All staff must take responsibility for saving energy and resources with regards to ICT. This
includes:
●
●
●
●

Turning off data projectors at lunchtimes and after school.
Turning off all devices at the end of the day.
Printing in gray scale when colour is not required.
Monitoring pupil activity appropriately to ensure resources are not wasted.

Use of mobile computing devices and media:
The use of mobile computing devices and media such as Media devices, P.D.A.s, USB sticks,
CDs, DVDs, Discs, and Laptops etc are only allowed with the authority of the ICT coordinators. The device/media type used must be approved or supplied by the school.
Data Protection
The school recognises that in order to fulfil school responsibilities teaching staff may take
home information relating to pupils e.g. writing end of term reports. While such data transport
is often necessary all teaching staff should take the necessary steps to protect such data.
They should do so by:
Ensuring the security of any devices e.g. memory sticks, CD ROMS and laptops, by not
leaving them in an unattended car or bag.
● Informing ICT co-ordinators immediately if any such device is lost or stolen.
● Ensuring that family members and other persons not employed by The Dharma Primary
School do not have access to any such data.
● Ensuring that when they have completed work on any such data it saved back on the
school network and is permanently deleted from any memory devices, laptops or home
PCs.
●
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5. Third Party Re-use
The Dharma Primary School is responsible for all content, images, etc. on its website and
services but cannot be held responsible for content shared or transfered by third parties to
other sites and services.
6. Compliance
This policy has been issued with the authority of the Head Teacher and governors and
compliance with its principles is mandatory for all employees of The Dharma Primary School
and authorised third party users accessing any computer system owned or operated by the
school.
7. Breaches
Any actual or suspected breaches of any security policy within, or affecting, The Dharma
Primary School’s systems will be thoroughly investigated by the Head Teacher and other
relevant staff. If staff are involved, disciplinary action, as defined in the Personnel
Handbook, may be taken. Any action taken internally does not preclude prosecution
through a court of law.
8. Definition
All references in this document to the ‘school’ shall be deemed to refer to The Dharma
Primary School.
ICT co-ordinator refers to IT teacher, School Office Manager and IT support team (Icon
Digital)
9. Interpretation
In the event of an issue arising from an interpretation of this policy, it should be resolved
by reference to the Head Teacher and ICT co-ordinators.
10. Reference Documents:
IT Curriculum Policy
Internet Policy
Data Protection Policy
Child Protection Policy
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